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Lancaster County Extension 
Board of Directors Election Master Gardener Program 
Elections were held in December to choose new' 
members for the Lancaster County Board of Directors. The 
extension board is a nine-member committee elected each year 
to represent all citizens of Lancaster County. The extension 
board directors are responsible forprocedmes, funding, overall 
policy direc~on and employment of county personnel. Board 
members serve a two-year term. 
David Grimes, of Raymond, is a farmer and current 
director on the. Ceresco Co-op Board of Directors. He was 
elected. to represent the North District. 
K.Q. (Kathy) Allen, of Lincoln , a registered nurse and 
business owner, was elected to represent the South District. 
Charles Willnerd, of Roca, an investment manager 
and real estate appraiser was elected to the County at Large 
seat. 
If you've called the University of Nebraska Cooperative 
Extension in Lancaster County Office during the spring or 
summer, you may have had the opportunity to speak to one of 
the many Master Gardeners that assist the extension office with 
horticulture calls. What is a Master Gardener? A Master 
Gardener is a trained volunteer advisor of the University of 
Nebraska Cooperative Extension. The Master Gardener Pro-
gram provides participants with intensive education in horti-
culture and forestry principles. 
Master Gardeners provide volunteer leadership and ser-
vice to their community in gardening activities. This service 
includes helping answer telephone and office inquiries, helping 
with 4-H horticulture projects and workshops, assisting with 
phone calls on the "Backyard Farmer" television program, 
speaking engagements and gardening demonstrations. 
Persons who would like to become Master Gardeners 
must be willing to give at least one hour of volunteer service to 
Cooperative Extension at the conclusion of the training ses-
sions for each hour of training received. Class attendance is 
required. There are eight day-long training sessions taught by 
extension agents, extension specialists and other qualified 
persons. 
To enroll in Master Gardener training classes, call the 
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster 
County (471-7180) and request an applicationJorm. Complete 
and return it to the extension office. Upon acceptance into a 
training session, you will be notified of the location and time 
for the classes. 
Don't be afraid to apply. Master Gardeners are people 
who have a special interest in horticulture and are willing to 
learn. Master Gardeners can be any age. In the past,Master 
Gardener volunteers ranged between the ages of 17 and 88. 
By attending the Master Gardener training sessions, you 
will become more knowledgeable about a wide array of 
gardening subjects. This knowledge will increase your skills 
as well as enable you to assist the public with gardening 
questions and problems. (DJ) 
Carole Doeschot, a farmer from Hickman, was also 
elected to the board. She will represent the Home Extension 
Council as their chairperson. Gwen Thorpe, of Lincoln, an 
analyst at L.E.S., was elected to the board as 4-H Council 
Representative. She will also serve as 4-H Council secretary. 
These newly elected members will join JoAnn 
Bohmont of Martell, Marilyn Schepers of Lincoln, Lyle 
Hermance of Lincoln and Gerald Halling of Waverly to 
complete the nine-member Lancaster County Extension Board 
<.-. -Oi.Directors., , 
Elections within the board itself were held on January 
13. Lyle Hermance was voted-in as president. JoAnnBohmont 
was chosen as vice president, Gerald Halling as secretary-
treasurer and David Grimes was elected Fair Board Represen-
tative. 
GARDEN 
GOSSIP 
HOTLINE 
County Soybean Association 
S,ponsors Pro.gram 
Marketing - What's 
Your Option? 
A basic commodity marketing workshop series for be-
ginners is scheduled for February 6, 11 and 20, beginning at 
7:30 each evening. 
These workshops will be taught at a pace that is comfort-
able for you, as a beginner, to learn the basics of marketing. 
Workshop topics will include goal establishment, futures, 
options, cash and basis selling, seasonal cycles, short-term and 
long-term cycles and any other aspects of marketing that may 
interest producers. 
Novice marketers will not want to miss this excellent 
opportunity to receive a basic understanding of the agricultural 
commodity marketing business. A one-time registration fee of 
$5 will cover refreshments and all materials. Please call 471-
7180 to preregister. (DV) 
471-7179 
Accessible from any 
phone 
Calling Camp Counselors! 
If you are at least 14 years old and you're interested in helping at 4-H camp, now 
is the time to submit an application for camp counselor. Applications are available at 
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County and are due by 
April1. Those selected to be camp counselors will be notified by May 1. Those-chosen 
will need to attend counselor training at the Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center, May 29-
31. Contact Marilee if you have questions. (MK) 
Office: ..... j~~~:.~:~~~~~~t~~~?~~) •••••.• 471-7180 
After hours: ........................... 471-7170 
Fax: ....................................... 471-7148 
NEBLINE RBBS: ................ 471-7149 
Controlling Weeds. ••• No-till 
Style 
Reserve the afternoon of 
Wednesday, February 19, for 
the first regular meeting of the 
recently organized Star City 
Area Soybean Association. 
The educational program will 
begin at 1:30 p.m. with Alex 
Martin, UNL weed specialist, 
talking about using herbicides 
effectively in your conserva-
tion tillage plan. Additional 
presentations addressing soy-
bean production management 
will also take place. 
The Star City Area Soy- . ciation. 
bean Association invites Lan- Contact Dave Varner at 
caster and adjacent county UniversityofNebraskaCoop-
farmers to attend the educa- erativeExtensioninLancaster 
tional meeting and to consider County for additional infor-
joining the producer's asso- malion. (DV) 
NEBRASKA SOYBEAN ASSOCIATION 
~ OUR oPOilTUNiTi£ s 
Help Your Smoke Detector Protect You! 
Many people think that 
their smoke detectors will let 
them rest in peace. Some-
times they do, literally! Are 
there good batteries in your 
home smoke detector? Do 
you test your detector at least 
weekly andreplate the batter-
ies at least once a year? 
Smoke detectors have 
been credited with saving thou-
sands of lives in both the U.S. 
and the U.K., but unless YOUR 
detector is properly tested and 
maintained, it cannot be ex-
peeted to protect you and your 
loved ones from fIre and its' 
toxic smoke! It is a fact that if 
you have and properly install, 
test, and maintain a UL listed 
smoke detector, as well as have 
a home fIre escape plan, your 
family 's chances for surviving 
a home frre actually DOUBLE! 
Give your family the "edge for 
survival". 
To maintain your de-
tector, be sure to: 
I.Follow the manufacturer's 
directions for installing, test-
ing' ·and maintaining your 
UL listed detector. 
University of Nebraska 
Cooperative Extension 
in Lancaster County 
444 Cherrycreek Road 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68528-1507 
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED 
2.Change the detector's bat-
teries at least once a year, 
and test the detector at least 
once a week. 
3.Never remove a battery or 
otherwise disable your 
smoke detector. 
4.Contact your local frre de-
partment or the Public Fire 
Education Division of the 
Southeast Fire Department 
if you have any questions or 
concerns about smoke de-
tectorsor any otherfrre safety 
or fIre prevention topic. 
Non-Profit Organization 
U.S. Postage Paid 
Permit No. 537 
Uncoln, Nebraska 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN COOPERATING WITH THE COUNTIES AND THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Cooperative Extension provides information and educational programs to all people without regard to race, color, ;;-ational origin, sex or handicap. 
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1992 All America Selections 
Plan Now To 
Make Energy 
Saving Changes 
If high heat bills have you thinking about energy and 
ways to use less of it, now's the time to make some energy-
related landscaping decisions. 
The energy-conscious homeowner can use trees, shrubs 
and other landscape features to cut heating, cooling and snow 
moving costs. Winter is a good time to study alternative 
positions for summer shade trees that drop their leaves to allow 
the sun through in winter. The best position is usually along the 
south and west sides of your home where you want sunshine in 
winter and shade in summer. In general, the farther you plant 
the tree from your home, the larger the tree can be. 
Conifers, or evergreens, are better used on the north and 
west sides of the property to break the force of the cold winter 
winds. If they're placed properly - in groups at a right angle 
(90 degrees) to the prevailing wind 
they will also funnel cooling summer breezes around 
your home. 
It's also possible to use hedges and rows of trees as snow 
fence. Careful observation will tip you off to ways to remove 
or add a permanent or temporary landscape features that direct 
the wind to drop its load of snow where it won't make more 
work for you. 
When choosing the planting sites for trees and shrubs, be 
sure to keep in mind that the plants will get bigger with time. 
Allow room for them to reach their mature width and height 
without becoming crowded. While plants are young, fill in the 
gaps with quick growing, short lived species that you'll take out 
later. 
Plan now and you'll be ready to plant in early spring, the 
best time for planting trees and shrubs in home grounds. (DJ) 
The 
seven All 
America Se- AMERICA 
lections win- SELECTIONS 
ners.f,?r 1~92 CHijI4;' 
exhIbIt SIg-
nificant garden improvements 
and unique characteristics that 
are highly desirable for both 
greenhouse growers and home 
gardeners. 
Each has been tested and 
retested to ensure that it meets 
the high quality standards that 
consumers have come to ex-
pectfrom an AAS Award Win-
ner. 
Five new flower variet-
ies and two vegetables have 
received All America Selec-
tion awards for 1992. 
Canna 'Tropical Rose' 
is the frrst canna from seed that 
is genetically similar to canna 
from rhizomes. Pastel rose 
blossoms and wide, arching 
leaves give a lush, tropical im-
pression. 'Tropical Rose' per-
forms best in full sun and a 
nutrient rich soil. From seed 
to mature 2 1/2 foot, plant 
takes three to four months so 
Nebraska gardeners will want 
to start seeds indoors for trans-
plants. 
Guide To Crop Rotation 
The best way to prevent 
plant disease problems in the 
home garden is to use disease-
resistant varieties whenever 
possible and to rotate crops so 
that closely related plants don't 
follow one another in the same 
soil. 
That's fine advice, but it 
doesn't go quite far enough. It 
leaves you to find out which 
crops are related. 
To take some of the de-
tective work out of gardening, 
Related Disease Groups 
use the following guide to crop 
rotation. Simply keep a chart 
of your garden plan each year 
and avoid planting crops in the 
same space that crops from the 
same group occupied the year 
before. 
Group I: the nightshade family - tomatoes, peppers, eggplant 
and potatoes. 
Group II: 
Group III: 
the cole crops - cabbage, cauliflower, Brussels 
sprouts, broccoli, Chinese cabbage, collards, kale 
and kohlrabi. 
the crucifers - melons, squash, cucumbers, pumpkins 
and gourds. 
no harm to rotate these, too, of 
course. With so many poten-
tial gardening problems avail-
'Lady in Red' is a com-
pact salvia that needs little 
care. This plant grows to a 
height of 12 to 15 inches and 
does well under hot, dry con-
ditions. The tubular flowers 
are similar to those of the com-
mon salvia, but are arranged in 
separate whorls on the flower 
spike. The flowers may attract 
hummingbirds and butterflies 
to the garden. 
perform best in full sun and are 
highly heat tolerant 
Violet is a rare color in 
dianthus, making the profuse 
blossoms of 'Ideal Violet' an 
even more welcome addition 
to the annual garden. Proven 
tolerance for both heat and 
cold, this dianthus will be add-
ing its color to the garden when 
other dianthus are out of bloom. 
Larger than other dianthus, this 
strong, vigorous plant will 
reach a height of 12 inches and 
spreads out to 14 inches. 
heat, drought and severe 
weather, plus fairly free of dis-
ease and insect problems. In-
dividual blooms may reach 1 
1/2 inches in diameter and 
plants about 12 inches in height 
and width. Do not rush to 
transplant vinca into the gar-
den. Because of their tropical 
origin, they need warm soil 
and air temperatures to grow. 
Carrot 'Thumbelina' is 
an improved round rooted car-
rot easily grown from seed. 
This versatile crop is as equally 
at home in a window box or as 
in a traditional vegetable gar-
den. Proper spacing for this 
carrot is one inch and the time 
from seeding to harvest is about 
60 to 70 days. 
Apricot and salmon 
blossoms give verbena 
'Peaches and Cream' its name. 
This unusual color combina-
tion blends nicely with cool 
blue or hot pink flowered an-
nuals in the garden. The plants 
spread 10 to 12 inches and 
flower freely all summerwith-
out pinching or pruning. They 
'Pretty in White' is a 
glossy-leaved vinca that de-
mands little care, but blooms 
freely throughout the growing 
season. The strong, durable 
plants are highly tolerant of 1.-____ --.;.. ___ ---' 
Believe It Or Not ... 
Rabbit Resistant Perennials 
Rabbits have been a real problem in Lincoln and Lan-
caster County. According to Brooklyn Botanical Gardens, the 
following list of perennial flowers are less appealing to a 
rabbit's hearty appetite. Try to introduce a few of these plants 
into your garden if rabbits have been a problem in your area. 
(MJM) 
Yarrow 
Aster 
Wild Indigo 
Foxglove 
Meadow Sweet 
Cranesbill Geranium 
Narcissus 
Lambs Ear 
Meadow Sage 
Monkshood 
Astilbe 
Snakeroot 
Daylily 
Hosta 
Iris 
Yucca 
Sedum 
Bergenia 
Wormwood 
Bellflower 
Autumn Crocus 
Leopards Bane 
Red Hot Poker 
Bishops Hat 
Oriental Poppy 
Globe Flower 
Pearly 
Everlasting 
'Fernleaf' dill adapts 
well to large or small gardens, 
taking up less space than the 
old dill and growing less tall, 
so it is not likely to fall over in 
severe weather. Flowers, foli-
age and seed are all usable in 
cooking or as seasoning for 
pickles. The yellow flowers 
and deep green foliage also 
make 'Fernleaf desirable as 
an ornamental in the flower or 
herb garden or as an addition 
to fresh flower bouquets. 
These prize winning va-
rieties can be viewed at Blue-
bird Nursery Trial Grounds in 
Clarkson, Nebraska and at the 
StateFairParkArboretumAAS 
Display Garden in Lincoln, 
Nebraska. (MJM) 
These plant families are 
the ones most likely to be 
harmed by disease problems 
carried over in the soil from 
year to year. Anotherthatwill 
benefit from rotation is sweet 
com. The organisms that cause 
com smut, as well as the de-
structive corn rootworm 
(which commercial corn pro-
ducers control through crop 
rotation whenever possible), 
can build up in the soil, caus-
ing more and more trouble with 
each successive year. 
Other home garden crops 
- including beans, peas, rad-
ishes, onions, carrots and 
greens - are less likely to fall 
victim to plant disease. It does 
able-including insect pests, ( ) :;~~f~=::~n;=;! _ Selecting Strawberry Varieties _ you can provide shouldn't be 1iIoo _____________________________ ,..., 
neglected. (DJ) Success with strawberries in the home garden requires careful selection of varieties suited 
to Nebraska. 
Not all the varieties in the seed and plant catalogs will perform equally well here. The best 
are those that originated in a region of the United States with a climate similar to Nebraska's. 
Southern or Pacific coast varieties are likely to be disappointing here. I Q . d An I The perfect strawberry has yet to be invented. To select from available varieties, you need uestions an . swers to decide what characteristics are most important to you and which traits you're willing to compromise on. For instance, if you want a very early maturing strawberry, you may have to 
------------------------------ ~~refr~~~m~oc~~Th~a~h~~~~tb~~~~um~~eto Q. Does it matter whether I water my houseplants from above or below? do without resistance to some diseases. 
A. With most plants, either method will work fine. Some plants, such as cyclamen and African The following chart lists recommended varieties for Nebraska grouped according to a 
violets, do not tolerate having water splashed on their foliage or into their crowns. These plants number of desirable characteristics: 
should be watered from below. You should water from above occasionally to flush out salts that 
may accumulate when you water from below. 
Q. How do I know when I've added enough water to my houseplant containers? 
A. If you are watering from below, all you have to do is keep adding water until the surface of 
the soil becomes wet. Then pour out any excess in the drainage saucer. The usual rule of thumb 
for watering from above is to add water until some drains out the bottom of the pot. This may 
not be a dependable indicator, however. If the soil is very dry so that it has shrunk away from 
the sides of the pot; the water may run straight through without moistening the soil. You may 
have to add small amounts of water several times to be sure of moistening the entire soil ball. 
Q. How do I sterilize soil to start my garden transplants in? 
A. Moisten the soil, place it in shallow pans or trays, cover with aluminum foil and bake in a 
300 degree oven for about 45 minutes. The soil should remain at 180 degrees for about 30 
minutes to kill mostof the unwanted organisms. An alternative to mixing and baking your own 
growing medium is to use a sterile mixture of vermiculite and peat moss. A number of such 
peat-lite mixes are available commercially. 
Q. Why is it necessary to clean my house plants? 
A. It isn't absolutely essential- but it will keep smooth-leaved houseplants looking good. 
Removing the film of dirt that builds up on foliage also makes it easier for plants to breathe. Wipe 
or gently spray plants with lukewarm water to remove this film. Do not try to wash hairy-leaved 
plants such as Mriean violets and gloxinia. They won't tolerate cold water on their foliage, and 
wiping them may damage the leaves. If they are very dusty, use a soft camel's hair brush to 
remove some of the dust. (DJ) 
Traits 
Early ripening 
Late ripening 
For freezing 
Scott, 
Large berries 
Resistance to red stele 
and Verticillium wilt 
Varieties 
Earliglow, Sunrise, Early Red 
Sparkle, Robinson, Bounty 
Midway, Sparkle, Red Chief, Surecrop, Early Red, 
Delite, Earliglow 
Guardian, Robinson, Red Chief, Delite, Early Red 
Guardian, Red Chief, Sunrise, Earliglow, Early Red 
Everbearing Ozark Beauty, Ogallala, Ft. Laramie 
Purchase strawberry plants from a reputable nursery. Buy only virus-free plants. They 
grow more vigorously and tend to produce larger fruit and greater yields than plants that are not 
virus-free. They also are better able to produce under adverse conditions. (DJ) 
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Nebraska Ag Microcomputer 
Conference 
The annual NebraskaAg 
Microcomputer Users' Con-
ference will take place in Co-
lumbus on February 25 and 
26, at the New World Inn. The 
conference is co-sponsored by 
the Nebraska Microcomputer 
Association and University of 
Nebraska Cooperative Exten-
sion. 
The conference is de-
signed for farmers, ranchers, 
homemakers. IANR facul~y, 
agribusinesses and others who 
utilize microcomputers. The 
objectives of the conference 
are to (1) discuss developments 
in software applications; (2) to 
provide for an exchange of 
experiences and ideas between 
users; and (3) to provide an 
opportunity to discuss software 
and hardware developments 
with vendors. 
The program is designed 
to allow you to choose among 
concurrent presentations, spe-
cifically suited to meet your 
needs. We encourage family 
participation as you may wish 
to cover all.sections. The con-
ference begins on Tuesday at 
11 a.m. with registration and 
Private Pesticide 
Applicator Training 
concludes on Wednesday at 3 
p.m. 
Advance registration 
with prepayment is requested 
by February 18. The registra-
tion fee is $55 per person. Reg-
istration fees include admis-
sion to all the conference ses-
sions, break refreshments, 
evening social and banquet, 
and noon luncheons. Five 
dollars of this fee will pay the 
1992 dues to the NebraskaMi-
crocomputer Association. 
Contact Dave Varner at 
University of Nebraska Coop-
erative Extension in Lancaster 
County for registration mate-
rials and further details. (DV) 
What's New in the 
Farm Program? 
Pag,3 
Local producers will have an opportunity to learn more 
about the 1992 farm program at two meetings in February. The 
meetings will be held at the Community Center in Hickman on 
Tuesday, February 4 and at the Lancaster Extension Confer-
ence Center on Thursday, February 6. Both meetings will start 
at 9:30 a.m. 
Representatives from the Lancaster County ASCS and 
SCS will provide the most current information available con-
cerning conservation compliance and planting guidelines. (D V) 
Farmers who have private applicator training certificates (blue card) that 
expire in 1992 should plan to attend one of the following traimng sessions in 
February. There is no registration fee and preregistration is not required. 
These will be the last training sessions offered this spring. (OV) 
"Hands-on" Planter/Drill Clinic 
Date Time 
Monday, February 3 7 p.m. 
Monday, February 3 9a.m. 
Tuesday, February 4, 7p.m. 
Location 
American Legion Hall, Bennet 
Sokol Hall, Crete 
Extension Office, Beatrice 
Area farmers are invited 
to attend a "hands-on" planter 
clinic designed to show par-
ticipants how to adjust their 
planters and drills for conser-
vation tillage. The clinic will 
be held on March 5, beginning 
at 9:30 a.m. at the Robert 
Wubbels farm, 1/2 mile east 
of Holland on the south side of 
the road. The clinic is spon-
sored by the Star City Area 
Soybean Association and the 
University of Nebraska Coop-
erative Extension. 
One of the primary goals 
of the clinic is to show farmers 
that most planters, if equipped 
with double-disk seed open-
ers, function quite well in no-
till environments. In fact, the 
most popular no-till planters 
are also the most common sur-
face planters. No-till drill re-
quirements and adjustments 
will also be discussed. 
University of Nebraska 
Extension Engineer Paul Jasa, 
with over 10 years of experi-
ence with planters, drills and 
conservation tillage, will 
present the program. (DV) 
Wednesday, February 5 9a.m. Extension Office, Beatrice 
Thursday, February 13 7p.m. Lancaster Extension 
Nitrogen-Irrigation Management Workshop 
Conference Center 
Friday, February 14 1 p.m. Lancaster Extension 
Conference Center 
Saturday, February 15 9a.m. Lancaster Extension 
Conference Center 
Saturday, March 21 9 a.m. Extension Office, Wilber 
Producers interested in 
learning about water and ni-
trogen management in crop 
production should plan to at-
tend the February 11 meeting 
in Wahoo. The emphasis of 
the workshop will be to stress 
the goal of producing a profit-
able crop while·· minimizing 
nitrogen leaching. 
Other areas of discus-
sion will include crop require-
ments of nitrogen and water, 
timing of those needs in rela-
tion to nitrogen and water sup-
ply and potential sources of 
nitrogen and water. The nitro-
gen cycle, mineralization, 
leaching, and denitrification 
will also be covered. 
A nitrogen session will 
include soil testing, selection 
of yield goal, nitrogen rate se-
lection, timing, nitrog~n 
sources, use of nitrification in-
hibitors, legume and manure 
credits, water nitrogen credits, 
etc. 
The water session will 
be geared towards uniform ap-
plication and determining how 
much water should be applied 
and when. 
Watch local media for 
further details on this program 
or contact University of Ne-
braska Cooperative Extension 
in Lancaster County. (DV) 
Nebraska's Noxious Weed Law 
Sludge Soon Available as Fertilizer 
In 1989 the Nebraska 
Legislature amended the Ne-
braska Noxious Weed Control 
Act, defining and placing spe-
cific responsibilities for weed 
control on landowners, coun-
ties and the state. 
Each year, noxious 
weeds cause millions of dol-
lars of damage in lost produc-
tion, lower land values and 
poisoning of livestock and 
wildlife. Nebraska currently 
has six state-designated nox-
ious weeds: musk, plumeless 
and Canada thistles, leafy 
spurge, and spotted and dif-
fuse koapweeds. 
In addition, individual 
counties can petition for des-
ignation of county noxious 
weeds. This is most com-
monly done with field bind-
weed. 
can result in fines up to $1 ,500 
and or paying the cost of a 
county control program. 
Each county is respon-
sible for enforcing the act and 
is required to hire a county 
weed superintendent. The 
weed superintendents must be 
certified by the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency in two 
commercial applicator catego-
ries and must take ongoing 
training. 
Residents are encour-
aged to report infestations of 
noxious weeds, and to support 
a strong control program be-
fore the County Board of Com-
missioners. On the average, 
Nebraska counties budget 
$43,000 annually for weed 
control. Much of this money 
comes from fees and otbernoo-
tax revenues. 
Landowners or persons Statewide. about two 
who control land infested with million acres are infested with 
noxious weeds are required to musk thistle, .43,000 by 
control them. Failure to do so plumeless thistle, 313,000 
acres by Canada thistle, 
321,000 acres by leafy spurge, 
and 3,000 acres by the two 
knapweeds. Statewide spend-
ing averages $1.4 3 per infested 
acre, or only about eight cents 
per acre for the state's total 
acreage. Considering the dam-
age and economic losses nox-
ious weeds can cause, this 
spending provides a signifi-
cant return to the state's resi-
dents. 
Source: Geir Friisoe, 
Noxious Weed Program Su-
pervisor, Nebraska Depart-
ment of Agriculture (WS) 
More 
Agricultural 
News on 
Pages 7 & 8. 
A major reconstruction 
project at Lincoln's Theresa 
Street 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plant is nearing completion. 
This modification of the plant 
will result in waste water re-
siduals which will be safe for 
application on agricultural 
farmland. It is estimated that 
between 35,000 to 40,000 tons 
Chemigation 
Training 
Area farmers requiring 
chemigation certification or 
recertification should attend 
the training meeting on Mon-
day, March 9, beginning at 
9:30a.m. 
Those producers who are 
recertifying should bring their 
notebooks from the initial 
training session. The cost for 
initial certification is $15, 
which includes a notebook. Re-
certification is $10. 
Call 471-7180 to pre-
register if you plan to attend 
the training. Please bring a 
calculator to the training site. 
(DV) 
Star City Area Soybean Association Organizes 
The Star City Area Soy-
bean Association is the newest 
"county" soybean association 
in Nebraska. The new soy-
bean growers membership is 
open to soybean producers in 
Lancaster and adjacent coun-
ties. 
The local association 
will sponsor educational pro-
grams for producers in the area 
and will communicate consen-
sus needs and concerns of 10-
cal producers to extension per-
sonnel and agribusiness repre-
sentatives. 
To find out more about 
the association, contact one of 
the following individuals: 
Dean DeBoer (788-2739), Bill 
Siefert, (792-2145), Dave 
Nielsen (786-2788), Randy 
Huls (798-7367), Joel Dou-
glas (794-5100), Dale Gropp 
(826-5678), Burdette Piening 
(475-0632). Area Soybean Association! 
Cooperative Extension Watch for upcoming educa-
is looking forward to working tional programs. 
closely with the new Star City (DV) 
NEBRASKA SOYBEAN ASSOCIATION 
oltOnUiliiTli I 
of sludge will be produced an-
nually by the anaerobic di-
gesters once the plant goes 
into full operation next spring. 
The sludge will then be avail-
able on a limited basis to farm-
ers wishing to utilize the resi-
dues as a source of organic 
fertilizer. The amount ofland 
needed annually to utilize the 
sludge is actually only about 
2500 acres selected from a base 
of approx imately 25,000 acres . 
of agricultural cropland. 
The City of Lincoln has 
asked University of Nebraska 
Cooperative Extension in Lan-
caster County to work with 
farmers in selecting fields most 
suited for application of the 
sludge as a fertilizer. Exten-
sion Agent Warder Shires has 
been assigned as coordinator 
of the land application project. 
It is extensions role to provide 
fanners with educational meet-
ingsand information on proper 
application of this product and 
how to best utilize it as an 
organic source of crop nutri-
ents. This process will involve 
thorough evaluations of the 
potential crop land and con sid -
erations of environmental 
safety. It will include deep 
nitrate soil testing, methods of 
application and incorporation, 
and yield comparisons at the 
end of the production year. 
Several farmers have al-
read y expressed interest in uti-
lizing sludge for use on their 
farms. A selection process has 
been initiated to determine 
which fields are best suited for 
this program. The first step 
will be to identify farmers who 
are willing to comply with ap-
plication requirements. Then 
each individual farm will be 
evaluated and ranked accord-
ing to their suitability. The 
final selection of fields and 
application rates will be based 
on laboratory analysis pro-
vided by the University of 
Nebraska Department of 
Agronomy. (WLS) 
Pheasants Forever 
Announce Banquet/Auction 
The Cornhusker Chap-
ter of Pheasants Forever is 
planning their fIfth annual ban-
quet/auction to be held on 
Thursday, February 27, Ag 
Hall at S tate Fair Park. The 
banquet begins at 5:30 p.m. 
Tickets are $35.00, which in-
cludes membership. 
To oblfrln tickets con-
tact Jim Ashenbach at 475-
8555 or write to Pheasants 
FQrever, Box 6592, Lincoln, 
NE 68506. (DV) 
PHEASANTS 
Getting Control of 
Your Money 
"If money be not thy servant, it will be thy master," stales 
a 17th century proverb. The first step toward getting control of 
your money is learning your current financial situation. Take 
that step by attending "How To Calculate Net Worth - How 
Much Is Enough?" on Saturday, February 22, from 10:30 -
11:45 a.m. 
At this workshop, you 'II learn how to do a net worth 
statement and use it to: 
~ check progress toward financial goals (car, col 
lege, trips, etc.). 
~ reduce tax liability. 
~ analyze performance and allocation of different 
types of investments. 
~ help determine life and property insurance needs. 
~ estimate retirement income potential. 
~ estimate how well dependent survivors could live 
on current inheritance. 
Marilyn Scheinost, a Certified Financial Planner with a 
master's degree in Consumer Science, will be the presenter for 
the workshop. The class fee is $4 or $6/couple sharing materials 
and is payable at the door. To register or for more information, 
call 471-7180. 
Future workshops to help you in controlling your 
finances include: 
• Home "Updates" That Increase Resale Value, Satur-
day, March 28, 10:30 - 11:45 a.m. 
• Cut Clutter - Increase Cash Flow: Easy Home Filing 
Systems, Saturday, April 25, 10:30 - 11:45 a.m. 
Also, a take-out presentation, "Getting Control of 
Your Money" is available for groups of 10 or more. Call Alice 
Henneman, 471-7180 for more details. (AH) 
Take the Challenge - Be a Leaner Eater 
Challenge Five: When English is Greek - How to Read Food Labels 
The following is part of a continuing year -long series on 
healthy eating. 
Food labels carry two types of information that can help 
you make wise food choiCes: ingredient list and nutrition panel. 
Ingredient list: Ingredients are listed on a product by 
weight, from most to least. Ingredient lists do not show the 
exact amount of any ingredient, but they do give you an idea 
of the relative amount. For example, if vegetable oil is listed 
first, the food has more oil (fat) than any other ingredient. 
. Nutritional Panel: Many labels have a nutrition panel 
that gives the number of servings in the package, the number 
of calories in a serving, and the grams of fat per serving. You 
can use this infonilation to figure the number of total calories 
and the number of calories that come from fat. There are nine 
calories in a gram of fat; multiply grams of fat by nine to get 
the number of fat calories. To determine the percent of calories 
from fat, divide fat calories by total calories; multiply by 100. 
Nutrition Panel 
Nutrition information per serving 
Serving size 8 oz. 
Servings per container 2 3/4 
Calories 90 
Protein (Grams) 1 
Carbohydrates (Grams) 17 
Fat (Grams) 2 
Sodium 430 mg 
In general: 
- Foods with more than 30 percent of the total calories 
coming from fat are considered high-fat foods. 
- Foods that have fewer than 30 percent of the calories 
coming from fat are considered low-fat foods. 
A healthful diet can include a mixture of high- and low-
fat foods. In fact, many foods that have more than 30 percent 
of the calories as fat also have many important nutrients. The 
key is to balance high-fat foods with low-fat foods. 
When you see the following words on the label, beware ... 
Lite, Light - these tenns have no standard definition 
and can be misleading. The terms may refer to color, texture, 
taste, calories, fat, or weight. 
Cholesterol-free - Cholesterol and fat are not the same 
thing! While a food may contain little or no cholesterol, it can 
be high in fat or saturated fat (which may raise your blood 
cholesterol level). Cholesterol is found only in foods of animal 
origin. Grains, fruits and vegetables (because they're plant 
products) have no cholesterol. Products can have "cholesterol-
free" on the label but still be high in fat. Examples include 
vegetable shortening and oils, peanut butter, granola, cookies 
and nuts. 
80% FatFree(oranyotherpercentfatfree)-Statements 
of percent fat free can be misleading. This claim is based on the 
weight of the product. For example one brand of bologna boasts 
80 percent fat free, 20 percent fat. But a look at the nutrition 
panel shows that the bologna gets 75 percent of the calories 
from fat, making it a high-fat food. If you want to be sure the 
food is what it appears to be, check the nutrition panel. Look 
to see how many grams of fat a serving has. And if you can take 
the time, see what percent of the total calories come from fat. 
Challenge: 
Read the nutrition panel on the food label illustrated below, 
then fill in the following blanks. 
What is the serving or portion size? ________ _ 
How many calories are in a serving? _______ _ 
How many grams of fat are in a serving? ______ _ 
How many calories come from fat? ________ _ 
(multiply grams of fat by 9) 
What percent of calories come from fat? _---::~=---=-__.,~:_ 
(calories from fat divided by total calories; multiply by 100) 
Is this a high- or low-fat food? _________ _ 
Nutrition Information Per Serving 
Serving size 
Servings per container 
Calories 
Protein (grams) 
Carbohydrate (grams) 
Fat (grams) 
Sodium 
1 cup 
1 
230 
9 
44 
2 
135 mg 
(Hy) 
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Winter-Time Moisture 
Problems in Homes 
EFNEP Reaches Out To Teens 
EFNEP, an extension 
program geared to providing 
nutrition education to both 
youth and adults, has worked 
closely with the Youth Ser-
vice System (YSS) in Lincoln 
and Lancaster County for the 
past several years. An EFNEP 
advisor, Nobuko Nyman, 
makes monthly visits to three 
of their sites and provicles a 
variety of activities, all meant 
to enhance the ability of these 
teens to make iwise food 
choices and feed themselves 
and, in some cases, their chil-
dren better. 
care on site is provided and an 
aftercare program for girls who 
are recently independent or 
have been referred for follow-
up are provided. When 
Nobuko works with these girls, 
her emphasis is on nutrition 
during pregnancy, infant feed-
ing and general good nutrition 
for better health. A typical 
meeting at TLC might include 
a short lesson and then a food 
preparation segment. Nobuko 
works closely with Pat Costello 
and Connie Stentz at TLC so 
that she can address issues 
which may be of particular 
importance at any given time. 
shop, choose food wisely and 
budget are all skills that 
Nobuko integrates into her les-
sons. The girls' home is simi-
lar to the boys' home and at 
both places Nobuko tries to 
use the foods that they cur-
rently have available in cre-
ative ways. Jeff Hasse is the 
assistant program director in 
charge of these two homes. 
Moisture levels inside 
homes during the winter can 
become high enough to cause 
mildew and other problems. 
When outdoor temperatures 
drop below 35 degrees F., dry-
ness inside the home can also 
become a problem in some 
locations. Because of this, the 
control of moisture levels in-
side a house is desirable in 
winter by either adding or 
eliminating moisture. 
In tightly sealed homes, 
air changes per hour are re-
duced considerably. This can 
result in moisture building up 
daily and reaching high levels. 
It takes only four to six pints of 
water to raise the relative hu-
midity of a 1000 square foot 
house from 15 percent to 60 
percent. A comfortable level 
of humidity would be between 
25 percent to 50 percent, as 
mildew grows at 60 degrees F. 
and above 60 percent relative 
humidity. 
The presence of mildew 
growth in homes during the 
winter is an immediate sign of 
Program on 
Depression 
Peggy Maresh, 
psychiatric unit man-
ager, Bryan Memorial 
Hospital, will speak on 
"Generalities of Depres-
sion and Maniac De-
pressive Illness" on 
Wednesday, March 18, 
7 to 8:30 p.m. 
Look for more de-
tailed information in the 
March NEBLINE or call 
471-7180. 
No fee. Please 
phone471-7180to pre-
register. (EW) 
excess moisture. Continuous 
condensation on windows may 
be another sign of high humid-
ity. If frost or ice forms on 
windows, there is certainly 
excess moisture present. 
Eliminating moisture vapor 
conditions will counteract 
these measures. In high mois-
ture producing areas (kitch-
ens, baths and laundry), venti-
lation is required. 
If moisture condenses 
between the permanent win-
dow and the storm window, 
leakage of air around the per-
manent window is allowing 
warm, moist air from inside 
the house to seep into the air 
space between the glass panes. 
In this case, an effort should be 
made to seal the leaking spaces, 
or the air space between the 
two windows must be venti-
lated. By drilling two 3/8 inch 
diameter holes at the top and 
bottom of the storm window or 
loosening the storm window 
slightly, these problems can 
be corrected. 
In cases where mildew 
or dampness is appearing on 
ceilings or on edges near out-
side walls (not just in poorly 
ventilated corners of rooms), 
there is a possibility that ceil-
ing insulation is not properly 
installed. Insulation must ex-
tend over, and be fitted tightly 
against, the top plate of the 
wall. Cold wind can blow 
under insulation, chilling the 
ceiling where vapor will sub-
sequentlycondense. Similarly, 
wall insulation can settle, al-
lowing cold spots to occur at 
the top of walls. In both cases, 
insulation must be repositioned 
or filled in. 
Source: Cooperative 
Extension, Clemson Univer-
sity (EW) 
YSS is administered by 
Jim Blue and includes the Free-
way Station, boys/girls group 
homes and Teaching Learning 
with Children (TLC). 
TLC is a group home 
facility serving pregnant teens, 
new parenting teens and girls 
who are considered at high 
risk for teen pregnancy. In 
addition to providing residen-
tial care for the teen girls, day 
The boys' home is a fa-
vorite with Nobuko who says 
that the boys are very inter-
ested in cooking and love to 
eat the results of their efforts. 
Boys at the group home are 
generally wards of the state 
and receive long term residen-
tial care, case management and 
training in independent living 
skills. Learning how to cook, 
Working with teens is a 
challenge, working with teens 
who have faced difficult prob-
lems may be considered an 
even bigger challenge. 
Nobuko, however, has consis-
tently maintained a very posi-
tive attitude and, the genuine 
concern and love she feels for 
the teens she works with is 
reflected in the number of them 
who consider her a real friend. 
Her work with YSS is a shining 
example of how EFNEP is able 
to reach often overlooked 
groups with information that 
may be vital for future well-
being. (LDJ) 
The Other Side of the Paycheck: Fringe Benefits 
For every $100 employ-
ees receive in direct salary or 
wages, it costs employers an 
additional $40 to cover fringe 
benefits--retirement, health 
insurance, vacations, etc. 
Job seekers should keep 
in mind their "hidden payroll" 
benefits. They are an impor-
tant part of the actual compen-
sation from a job and the pro-
gram offered by the individual 
employers should be studied 
when evaluating job offers. 
Some of the most common 
fringe benefits are cited be-
low. 
Statutory Benefits -
These are required by law of 
all employers and include So-
cial Security (for retirement 
later), worker's compensation 
(in case injured at work), and 
unemployment insurance (to 
be used in case of a layoff). 
The only one you pay for is 
Social Security which takes 
7.65 percent of your salary, 
also matched by the employer. 
ternity leave, but only three the premiums. Some plans 
percentcontinuesalaryduring pay all expenses, others are 
this time. only concerned with unusual 
Time Off With Pay -
Paid holidays average nine 
days for most employers -
but some offer as many as 12 
Pension Plans-Retire-
ment programs are offered by 
larger employers to supple-
ment Social Security cover-
age. Money paid by employ-
ers in pension plans is often 
not taxed to you until you re-
tire. 
includingtheweekoffbetween Health Insurance -
Christmas and New Years. Employer sponsored health 
Almost all employers also pro- insurance offered to 94 per-
vide paid vacations, generally cent of all full-time employ-
starting with two weeks for the ees. In view of the increasing 
frrstfewyearsandoftenbuild- cost of these programs (often 
ing up to four or five weeks as high as $3,000 for family 
after 15 or 20 years of employ- ' coverage) more employees are 
ment. Around a third of all being asked to share the cost of 
or catastrophic bills. 
Life Insurance - Most 
large organizations provide 
some form of life insurance 
coverage, generally paid in full 
by the employer. Most pay 
one or two year's salary in the 
case of untimely death. 
Other - Many large 
firms help with tuition and 
other expenses for employees 
taking college courses, par-
ticularly if they support job 
assignments. Some organiza-
tions help with child care ex-
penses. Around one-sixth of 
major employers offer some 
form of profit-sharing to en-
able employees to benefit fi-
nanciall y if the finn has a good 
year. 
CafeteriaPlans-These 
are flexible benefit plans which 
allow employees to make some 
choices among options offered. 
For some, child care is not 
important but current vacation 
timeis. Many don'tneedhealth 
insurance as a family is al-
ready covered. Choices and 
options are not limited but 
some selection by employees 
is possible. 
Source: Nebraska Oc-
cupational Information Coor-
dinating Committee. Nebraska 
Department of Labor. (AH) 
employers offer unpaid ma- ---------------------------------
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February is Potato Lover's Month 
Boiled, baked or fried-
potatoes are one of our most 
popular vegetables. Accord-
ing to the 1990 Statistical Ab-
sttactofthe U.S. Government, 
the average annual per capita 
consumption of potatoes is: 
fresh, 42.3 pounds; frozen, 
22.5pounds;chips,4.6pounds; 
canned, 1.1 pounds; and, de-
hydrated, 1.4 pounds. This 
adds up to almost 72 pounds of 
potatoes per person per year. 
to 50 degrees F. in a dark, well sweet taste. However, if you 
ventilated area. Refrigerator take potatoes from the refrig-
storage will extend the life of erator and leave them at room 
potatoes, but chilling causes temperature for a day or two, 
the starch in potatoes to con- the sugar will reconvert to 
vert to sugar, resulting in a starch. 
The following recipe 
was adapted from Jane Brody's 
Good Food Book published in 
1985 by W. W. Norton and 
Company, New York and Lon-
don. 
p----------------------------. I . 
I Stuffed Baked Potatoes Washing Cloth Diapers 
I 
4 large baked potatoes 
1/2 cup skim milk, warmed 
Disposal diapers are convenient but for those people who 
prefer washable diapers, here are some washing tips. When shopping for po-
tatoes, look for those that are 
finn, wen shaped and smooth, 
with few eyes. They should be 
free from cuts, growth cracks, 
bruises and decay. A void po-
tatoes which are badly sprouted 
or shriveled, and potatoes with 
1 cup part-skim ricotta or low-fat cottage cheese 
2 small garlic cloves, crushed -Set a 5-gallon pail with a tight-fitting lid next to the 
baby's changing table. Rinse the diapers in the toilet before 
adding them to the pail. The pail should contain a soaking 
solution of 2 tablespoons liquid chlorine bleach and 2 1f2 
gallons of water. If odor persists, add 2 tablespoons of liquid 
laundry detergent. 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
1/8 teaspoon black pepper 
2 cups chopped, cooked broccoli or spinach 
1/4 cup grated Parmesan, divided 
_ a musty or moldy odor. 
Don " buy potatoes that 
are green. Greening is caused 
by exposure to natural or arti-
ficiallighl Sometimes only 
the skin is affected, but green-
ing may penetrate the flesh. 
The green portions contain the 
a1kaloid solanin which causes 
a bitter flavor and may be toxic 
to some people. 
Cut each baked potato in half lengthwise and carefully 
scoop out flesh without tearing the skin. Reserve the skins. -Wash diapers separately from other laundry. Forbest 
cleaning results, add no more diapers than will be able to move 
freely in the wash water. Remove excess water from the pre-
soaked diapers by advancing the timer to the spin cycle. 
Launder on the regular cycle. Use hot water, 130 degrees or 
above, and the recommended amount of detergent. One cup of 
chlorine bleach per average wash load can be added to help 
remove stains, as well as eliminate germs and deodorize the 
diapers. Use the bleach dispenser on your washer if there is one. 
Otherwise, dilute bleach in four parts water to one part bleach 
before adding it to the washer . Potatoes store bestat45 
In medium bowl, mash the potatoes with warm milk. Add 
the ricotta, garlic, salt, and pepper and mix well. Stir 
in broccoli or spinach and 2 tablespoons of the Parmesan. 
Stuff the potato mixture into the reserved potato skins, 
piling it high. Sprinkle the stuffed potatoes with the 
remaining Parmesan cheese. 
Reheat the potatoes in a 350 degree oven or in the 
microwave until piping hot. (EW) 
. ----------------------------~ 
Choose Home Water Treatment 
Best Suited to Your Needs 
Thorough rinsing is very important, especially ifbleach 
is used. One cupful of white vinegar in the first rinse will help 
to neutralize chlorine bleach. Rinse at least one more time. If 
the water is hard, add a water conditioner in the wash and rinse 
cycle. 
If a credible water test small enough to fit on a kitchen . ment and an activated carbon 
shows the water in a home is faucet or large enough to treat filter to remove odors and taste. 
unsafe or unacceptable for uses all the water coming into a Such a unit is usually used to 
such as drinking, cooking, home. treat water for drinking and 
bathing and laundering, there Watersoftenersremove cooling. 
are many alternatives. Drill- calcium and magnesium, the Distillers boil water and 
ing a new well is one altema- "hard" water minerals,as well recondense it, leaving most 
tive, although the cost is high, as some iron from water. Soft-contaminants, impurities and 
and there is no guarantee that eners can be. used to treat all flavor behind. Maintenanceis 
water from a new well would watercomingintotJIehouseor fairJysimplebyrelJlovingscale 
,be,fre4H'~~QHii' . .., . '$-~· .. t1&xinw1t.( .u. h 'Ut f Rtfe 'iYs8'*'t lis' 
Buyi~g bottled water is heaters. Softener systems add The cost of producing distilled 
anotherch~lcebutthecostand s~ium, ~ anyon~ on a so- water may be fairly high,how-
transportatIon of bottled water dmm -restncted dIet should ever, depending on the watt-
needs to be weighed against consult a physician before in- age the unit requires. 
!he cost and convenience of stalling such a system. Soften- Costs can vary greatly 
1O-home treaunent ing water also increases the within each of these types of 
The four most common cleaning ability of soaps and home water treatment systems. 
types of in-home water treat- detergents and may also pre- Because not all systems do an 
ment are filters, water soften- vent scale buildup in water equally effective job remov-
e~s, .reverse osmosis units ~nd heaters and other appliances, ing all contaminants, combin-
disttllers. The best type for a cutting operation costs and ing two or more types to 
particular situation depends on extending the usable life of achieve a safe, high quality 
the nu~ber 3!ld amounts of appliances. .. home water supply is a good 
contammants 10 the water and A reverse osmosIs UOlt idea. 
the cost of the equipment, op- is effective in removing a wide Potential buyers need to 
eration and maintenance. variety of inorganic chemicals, start with a water analysis from 
Filtersremovedirt,sedi- such as nitrates, calcium and a reputable source and ask Sev-
ment and odors from water. magnesium but will also re- eral questions about operating 
Because the material removed move beneficial chemicals capacity, operating costs, 
from the water builds up in the such as fluoride. A reverse maintenance and warranties 
filters, they need to be replaced osmosis unit typically consists before investing in a system. 
regularly. Filter units may be of a prefilter to remove sedi- Look over product test data 
Extension Club Lesson on 
Household Waste Management 
Leader training on 
"Household Waste Manage-
ment: For Your Health and 
Environment's Sake" will be 
offered on Thursday, Febru-
ary 27, at I p.m. and repeated 
at 7 p.m. 
Participants will exam-
ine characteristics of poten-
tially hazardous items, and 
identify alternatives for selec-
tion, storage and disposal of 
such items used in the home. 
These items include cleaners, 
maintenance supplies, auto 
items, batteries and yard 
wastes. Although few options 
exist for disposing of hazard-
ous waste, consumers can re-
duce the amount they produce. 
Representatives of com-
munity groups are welcome to 
attend the program sponsored 
by University of Nebraska Co-
operative Extension. There is 
no registration fee. Non-ex-
tension club members are 
asked to call the Lancaster 
County Extension Office, 471-
7180, to register for the House-
Casseroles for Quick, Nutritious Meals 
Fabric softener will add softness to baby's diapers. 
and resist high-pressure sales 
tactics that might push you to 
buying a whole-house treat-
ment system when a single-
tap device might be accept-
able. (EW) 
However, overuse of softener may cause a decrease in the 
diapers ability to hold moisture. 
Diapers may be line dried or dried in a clothes dryer. 
When dry, smooth, fold and store. (EW) 
Speciaillints When 
Working from the Home 
More and more people 
are choosing to work from their 
home. The increased work 
flexibility has its advantages 
and disadvantages. 
day. A sequence of rituals are 
usually needed to trigger the 
individual into realizing "it's 
time to work" or "it's time to 
stop." 
Keep yourself focused 
on the work. The home envi-
ronment can encourage the 
home-based worker to drift 
away from their task. There is 
a dog to walk, garage to clean, 
To have effective time 
management, special 
efforts should be made to: 
• set up a work schedule, 
• establish cues to start and 
stop the work day, 
• rally the support of family 
and friends for the 
business, and 
• keepyourselffocusedonthe 
work. 
Set up a work schedule. 
Sometimes a business dictates 
a particular type of schedule. 
If you own a cleaning business 
and the crews start at a set time 
each day, your day will re-
volve around their work time. 
It may be possible to schedule 
your work day around those 
times when you work the best, 
your biological prime time. 
Work can also be arranged 
around other priorities in life, 
like family or hobbies. Even if 
a schedule seems too flexible 
at first, use it and see how it 
works. Successful home-based 
businesses stress the impor-
tance of structuring the work 
day. Any schedule is better 
than no schedule when you 
work out of your home. 
Some rituals that could be papers to read or yard to mow. 
used to start the day Getting side-tracked is very 
include: easy. To keep your focus, 
.t getting into work clothes, 
.t walking into the designated 
worklbusiness area, 
.t turning on the answering rna 
chine or computer, 
.t seeing your children leave 
for school or your spouse go 
to work, and 
.t setting a timer to go off for 
a particular time. 
design a work environment that 
helps and not hinders you. It 
should have adequate space to 
work and store the needed sup-
plies. A door can assist in 
blocking out sounds and vi-
sual distractions. 
A system should be de-
veloped to let people know 
when you're working and 
when you are free. If you 
respond to verbal interruptions 
To stop the work day all with "see me later" or "not 
you would need to do is to now," you will undoubtedly 
reverse the action. Be creative get more interruptions. In con-
and devise something that trast, if you tell the person 
works for you. "I'm free after 3 p.m." the 
Rally the support off am- interruptions will be mini-
ily and friends for the busi- mized. A simple visual sys-
ness. When individuals work tern can be devised. A sign on 
out of their home they are much the work room door that says 
more available to interruptions "In" means its okay to come in 
from family and friends. and a sign that says "Out" 
Household responsibilities do means it's work time and in-
not go away. They are facing terruptionsare not appreciated. 
you all the time. Getting the When interruptions do hap-
support of family and friends pen, make it easy to return to 
is crucial because they will, ,the task. Leave a reminder or 
need to adapt expectations and a message of where you left 
behaviors if the business is to off so you canretum quickly 
be successful. to the project. 
Individuals who suc-
cessfully work out of their 
Here are some questions homes develop the ability to 
that need to be addressed: maintain deep concentration. 
A program featuring 
easy, low-fat casseroles will 
be presented by Extension 
Agent Esther Wyant on Mon-
day, February 24th, I to 2:30 
and repeated 5 to 6:30 p.m. 
casseroles for microwave or 
conventional cooking which 
require short preparation time 
and use low-fat ingredients. 
portunity to sample several cas-
seroles. Recipes will be avail-
able. 
Establish cues for start-
ing and stopping the work day. 
Some businesses have these 
cues built into their structure 
like the daycare provider who 
has children coming and go-
ing at particular times or a 
caterer who begins and ends 
each day according to the re-
quests for services. Other in-
dividuals may not have auto-
matic "prompts" to get their 
work started and stopped each 
,/ When is the house used for 
business and when is it used 
for family? 
.t Who is responsible for des 
ignated household tasks? 
.t How does the phone get an 
swered? 
They are so in teres ted with the 
task at hand that everything 
else seems to disappear. They 
enjoy what they do ... theirwork 
comes alive. Even when they 
take a break, their subcon-
scious works for them. They 
come back to the project with 
anew idea or afresh approach. 
Food preparation will be 
a part of the presentation and 
The class will include participants will have the op-
Registration fee of $3 
per person is payable at the 
door. Please preregister by 
calling 471-7180. (EW) .t ... Whatareas of the house must 
be kept neat? (AH) 
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~~ 4-H BULLETIN BOARD ~~ 
~ All youth 12 years old and older are invited 
to attend Teen Council meetings. The Feb-
ruary meeting will be Sunday, February 9 at 
2 p.m. Come and join the fun! 
A Super Sitter course is being offered by St. 
Elizabeth's Community Health Center Sat-
urday, March 7, 10a.m. - 2:15 p.m. Partici-
pants will learn how to play with children, 
responsibilities of a baby-sitter, first aid, fire 
and home safety. For registration and fees, 
contact 486-7064. Members taking "The 
Sitter" project might want to consider this. 
Rocketry member's and other interested 4-
H' ers: The 1992 Aviation Art Contest is 
something you might like to try! Drawings 
of "My Favorite Air Sport" need to be sub-
mitted by March 20 to the Nebraska Depart-
mentof Aeronautics. Size and otherrequire-
ments, along with certificates of authenticity 
which must accompany entries, are available 
from Marilee at the extension office. 
1992 camp brochures are available in the 
office if you want to decide on your summer 
camp plans early. .,IJi. 
" 
New Leaders 
New leader orientation-Part I will be presented Tuesday, 
February 18 at 9:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. Organizational mainte-
nance and the club meeting will be covered, as well as, a brief 
overview of some county activities. This session is a repeat of 
the Part I held in December. Part II training will be repeated on 
Tuesday, March 10 at 7 p.m. This session will discuss using 
project and junior leaders, parental involvement and awards. 
Contact Marilee if you have questions. (MK) 
The Meeting Will Now 
Come to Order 
Would you like help to make your job as a club offtcer 
easier? If so, plan to attend 4-H officer training, Saturday, 
February 22 at 1 p.m. All officer duties will be covered as well 
as meeting ideas and recreation. All club mem bers, parents and 
leaders are invited to attend.(MK) 
Chicks! 
Baby chicks will be hatching around February 11, March 
17, and May 12 as a result of the 4-H School Enrichment 
Embryology Project. We could have as many as 1200 chicks. 
If you are a 4-H' er and wish to receive free chicks for use in a 
project, please call Arlene Hanna at 471-7180 to make arrange-
ments. The chicks will be available on or near the above 
mentioned dates. (ALH) 
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1992 4-H Council 
Officer's -Elected 
The 1992 4-H Council members are eager to serve the 
over 9,300 4-H members and 750 leaders in Lancaster County. 
They are responsible for providing leadership for program 
planning, policy making, resource development, and overall 
governance of the 4-H program. The 4-H Council meets the 
first Tuesday of each month at the Lancaster Extension Confer-
ence Center, 7:30 p.m. and welcomes your input 
Newly elected officers and phone numbers are; Dick 
Parrott, president, 476-8314; Krista Vance, vice-president, 
489-2803; Gwen Thorpe, secretary, 423-8403; and Marty 
Minchow, treasurer, 785-7885. 
Members are Ron Snover, Stacey Nelson, Russell Parrott, 
Joel Reddish, Carrie Henshaw, Tim Byrne, Jim Tucker, and 
Deb Brandt. Dick will serve as Fairboard representative on 
behalf of the4-H Council. Gwen will represent 4-H Council on 
the Extension Board.(MHB) 
P,brutll] 1992 
Bag-A-Thon 
Trails and railroad right of ways are the target for this 
years' GLAD Bag-A-Thon. Lincoln!LancasterCleanCommu-
nity System will be preparing for the 1992 Bag-A-Thon and 
needs volunteers from 4-H and other area organizations to 
participate in rural and urban clean ups. 
Trash and recycling bags will be provided to groups by 
First Brands Corporation, maker of GLAD wraps and bags. 
Groups are encouraged to do clean-up on their own neighbor-
hoOds, concentrating on trails and railroad right of ways. Clubs 
can clean on March 28 or anytime through the month of April. 
Interested volunteers should contact Marilyn Weyer at 
the CCS office, 2200 St. Mary's Avenue,LincoIn, 68502 or call 
471-8023 for more information. 
The Bag-A-Thon can be a great community service 
project. More environmental activities to celebrate Arbor Day 
and Earth Day are planned by the Clean Community System 
including distribution of seedling trees and wildflower seeds, 
clothes collections, and more.(MK) 
4-H Shooting Sports Program Takes Aim 
Over 60 4-H leaders, 
volunteers. parents and youth 
attended the county-wide 
shooting sports club organiza-
tional meeting at the Lancaster 
Extension Conference Center 
on January 6. The meeting 
agenda focused on inventoring 
the needs and resources avail-
able among those present. 
Lancaster County area re-
sources available which could 
support the shooting sports 
program were also discussed. 
Participants set the third 
Monday of each month as their 
regular meeting date with the 
meeting beginning at 7 p.m. 
The first 15 minutes of each 
meeting will be used to trans-
act the 4-H club general busi-
ness agenda. A 45 minute 
presentation on one aspect of 
Photography Workshop 
A workshop on 4-H Pho-
tography will be given by Kay 
Jurgens on February 3, in 
Waverly. The workshop will 
be held at the Lancaster County 
Bank basement meeting room, 
10841 N 142, Waverly, NE 
and will be from 7-8 p.m. 
The State 4-H Traveling 
Photography Exhibit and the 
photography entries for 1992. 
Any interested persons are in-
vited to attend. 4-H' ers are 
encouraged to bring their par-
ents' as there is a lot of infor-
mation to absorb. This 
is a free workshop. 
(MK) 
shooting sports of ipterest to 
all club members will follow. 
During the second hour of the 
meeting members will break 
into special interest groups to 
conduct activities and training 
in those areas. Special interest 
groups include BB/pellet, 
trapshooting, archery, small 
bore rifle, and others. 
The fIrst regular meet-
ing of the county-wide shoot-
ing sports club will be Mon-
day,February 17,beginningat 
7p.m., at the Lancaster Exten-
sion Conference Center. The 
general session will feature 
Rollin Schnieder, extension 
safety specialist, University of 
Nebraska. Rollin is the state-
wide 4-H shooting sports 
project coordinator and is 
known nationally for his in-
vol vemen t and contribution of 
time towards the4-H shooting 
sports program. Officers will 
be chosen, a club name will be 
chosen and small special in-
terest groups will meet for the 
fIrst time at this meeting. 
All 4-H youth, leaders, 
volunteers and parents are in-
vited to be active participants 
of this club. Please call Dave 
Varner at the extension offtce 
if you would like to join the 
club, and, plan to attend the 
February meeting. (DV) 
Rabbit Clinic and 
Judging Contest Set 
Art Council's Traveling Ex- 4 H'ers m 
hibit of 8x 10 photos will be enrolled in the I 
displayed. Topics will include rabbit project / '. ; .'.' 
how to take good photos, and will want to j: ", :, 
the changes in the state fair head for " 
ning with workshops on han-
dling and inspection of rabbits, 
recognizing health problems, 
rabbit evaluation , nutrition and 
grooming and more. After 
lunch, 4-H' ers will judge four 
classes of rabbits and give oral 
reasons to the judge. Presenta-
tion of awards will close the 
afternoon. If you're interested 
and want more infonnation, 
contact Dave Swarts. (DS) 
. ....... :-:':::::':':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:;:;::::::::::.::; Omaha on j Saturday, February 29. That's 
4~ H News :::: tb~~ ~?{ntcet~u:: ~~~nZt 
continues on page 7 i[i: ~r:~::s~i't~~~~~r~~u~~ 
.~~::::::~::;:;::II!'!'!::';"II!'!'!:;:::::~::::;:~::::;:II!'!'!:::::::II!'!'!::::.II!'!'! ..•• ~" •.~" ..•II!'!'!" ...II!'!'! .. ,':II!'!'!.:.:-:.~:;..:~ .• • """ ......II!'!'!-:-:.:II!'!'!-:.:.:.~:-:.;.~ .• .:!I,'I'!'!'!'!~ . .:::: County. The day will be 
packed with activities begin-
Kiwanis Karnival - April 4 
The 1992 Kiwanis Karnival is scheduled for Saturday, 
April 4, at the Lancaster Extension Conference Center. A1l4-
H families are invited to attend. This event is sponsored by the 
Lincoln Center Kiwanis Club. 
Families attend according to dub names. Clubs L-Z will 
attend from 6-7:30 p.m. and clubs A-K will attend from 7:30-
9 p.m. Twenty-five carnival booths will be operated by 4-H 
clubs. If your club would like to have a booth, call University 
of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County. 
Booth reservations will be taken on a first come, fIrst serve 
basis. Bingo will be available for adults. Any parent or leader 
interested in helping with the carnival planning should contact 
Marilee. (MK) 
a ·5 t y e 
Invest in a Valuable 
Relationship 
A mother-daughter retreat, entitled "Growing Up 
Female," is scheduled for April 25 and 26, 1992 at the Eastern 
Nebraska 4-H Center, Gretna. 
This retreat is an opportunity for mothers and their lI-
to 13-year-old daughters to spend a special time together 
learning effective communications skills, decision-making 
skills and building self-esteem. There will also be opportuni-
ties to learn more about sexuality, techniques to deal with peer 
pressure and discussions on the importance of individual 
family values. 
Coming Attractions... . 
The cost per pair is $60, which includes meals, snacks 
and lodging. Scholarships are available for limited resource 
participants. "Registration is limited, so we suggest that you 
register as early as possible," says Maureen Burson, extension 
agent, 4-H. "This retreat has been a great success in the past." 
Q int04-H Nebraska Style at the 19924-HLeaderTraining Day Saturday, March 21, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Cost - $5 before 
March 21, $6 at the door 
Parents, leaders and junior leaders, you'll wantto mark this day on the calendar. Join us for valuable training in several 
areas. In the morning, everyone will attend sessions on "How to Talk So Kids Will Listen" and "Volunteering in Community 
Service". After lunch (which includes a Q-125 birthday cake for Nebraska) workshop sessions will be offered including; 
foods, small animals, photography, Decorate Your Duds (clothing), horticulture, engineering and environmental awareness. 
This is a day you will not want to miss. Registration forms and brochures will be available at University of Nebraska 
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County the first week of February. Call 471-7180 for more information. (MK) 
. deadline for registrations is April 17, 1992. 
For more information, contact Maureen Burson at 
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster 
Coun ty ,471-7180. "We would like to encourage other female 
caregivers to attend, such as stepmothers or grandmothers. 
Everyone can benefIt from this weekend of learning and 
relationship-building. " 
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Bucket Calf Project 4-HNews 
continued :::: 
A bucket calf is a baby 
calf that is being, or has been, 
fed milk from a bottle or 
bucket. The calf may be male 
or female, beef or dairy, or a 
crossbred. 
appearance and thriftiness. (25%) - The show judge will animal handling skills in the 
4. Show evaluation score each exhibitor on their arena. Animals must be ~!'!'!'!'!"!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!"'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!'!I!'!'!'!'!,!,!",!,!,!,!,!,!,!,!,!,!,!,!,!",!,!",!,!,!,!,!,!,!,!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ .• '~[ 
Lancaster County has a 
4-H bucket calf project for 4-
H'ersuptoage 14. Thecalves 
must be born between January 
1 and June 1 of the current 
year. (They should be at least 
three months old by fair time). 
The bucket calf classes 
will be judged on the follow-
ing criteria: 
1. Record books (25 %) 
- All exhibitors must present 
their record book to the super-
intendent at check in time. 
2. Interviews (25%) -
The show judge will score each 
exhibitor on their knowledge 
and experience with the 
project. 
washed and combed but not 
clipp¢. Show sticks are op-
tional. 
Classes will be divided 
according to age of the exhibi-
tor. There will also be a pee-
wee section. 
This is a very good 
project for young 4-H'ers that 
are interested in learning skills 
such as basic record keeping, 
health care· and nutritional 
management of young cattle. 
The bucket calf project 
is well suited to those that live 
on small acreages because the 
calves are small and can be 
housed in 4' x '8 calf hutches 
with a 4' x 8' wire panel pen. 
When the calves outgrow their 
housing, they can be marketed 
. to a finishing operation. 
Bucket calves may also be 
purchased at a much lower 
1992 Lancaster County 
Tentative Horse Events 
Calendar 
Lancaster County Horse VIPS 2nd Tuesday 
of each month 
February 
1 Horse clinic, Grooming for Success in the 
Show Ring 
4 Judging workshop 
10 4-H Speech workshop 
29 AQHA clinic, Western Riding, Trail, Basic 
Horsemanship, Training Techniques for Young 
Horses, Correcting the Problem Horse, Animal 
Science Complex 
March 
3. Animal health (25%) 
- The show judge will score 
each project animal on health, 
Lindsay Wittstruck with her 1991 bucket calf price thana beef or dairy 
project animal. (DS) 
7 Horse clinic, Conditioning the Competitive Trail 
Horse 
14-15 Reining clinic at UNL, Bob Loomis & Doug 
Milholland, Animal Science Complex 
Learn the basic tools that you need to 
effectively link your grain 
marketing and management plans 
Jor 1992 
at the 
Crop Decisions '92 
Workshop 
Combining Marketing and Financial Management Plans 
Let us help you set up a marketing and management plan that is dynamic and 
individualized. In this process you will use your costs of production and make your 
assessment of market conditions based on the current market outlook information. Backup 
plans will be set up to cover shifts in the production and market conditions. 
Topics in this two-day workshop include: 
• Market Update and Outlook 
• Calculating Your Production Costs 
• Developing and Updating Your Own Outlook 
• Analyzing Your Financial Situation 
• Marketing and Pricing Alternatives 
• Incorporating Yield Expectations and Risk Preferences 
• Establishing Your Marketing and Management Plan 
• Setting up Contingency Plans 
Who Should Attend? 
Grain growers who want to put market outlook information into an action plan for their 
operation and want to learn how the priCing alternatives available fit their situation. Previ-
ous knowledge of marketing tools is not necessary. 
Workshops run from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. each day, local time, 
with coffee and registration at 9:00 a.m. on the first day. 
The program will be presented by Dr. Lynn Lutgen, University of Nebraska 
extension grain marketing specialist and Dr. Doug·Jose, extension farm manage-
ment specialist The registration fee for the workshop is $20 per operation. 
Spouses and others involved in the operation are encouraged to attend. The fee 
includes a packet of workshop materials and breaks. 
Noon lunches are not included. 
February 18 is the registration deadline for the workshop. Please call 
471-7180 to preregister for Crop Decisions '92. (DV) 
Knapweeds Declared Noxious 
Spotted and diffuse 
knapweeds were designeated 
as noxious weeds in Nebraska 
in October 1991. Nearly 3,000 
acres, mostly in Holt, Knox 
and Antelope counties, are in-
fested, Spotted knapweed is 
the most aggressive and wide-
spread of the two and poses the 
greatest threat to pastures and 
rangelands. 
Both plants are bienni-
als or short-lived perennial 
forbs growing to about 2 feet 
in height. Seedlings usually 
overwinter as rosettes and re-
sume growth in April. In June 
the slender, many branched 
stems elongate, producing 
single flowers at the tips. 
The two weeds arediffi-
cult to tell apart until flower-
ing. Spotted knapweed has 
showy pink-purple flowers and 
dark tipped bracts below. the 
blossoms. Diffuse knapweed 
has creamy white flowers. 
The weeds not only 
cause significant reductions of 
grassland productivity , but also 
increase soil erosion. That is 
because chemicals released by 
the plant prevent the growth of 
other plants, thus baring the 
soil. 
The seed is primarily 
spread by human activity. 
Seeds often are transported by 
vehicles and establish and. 
spread from roadsides. Pre-
vention is the best control 
measure, Leam to identify the 
plants and control them as soon 
as they are discovered. Also, 
buy weed-free seed and hay 
whenever possible. 
Chemical control also is 
effective. Tordon 22K at one 
pint per acre will provide con-
trol for three or four years. 
Rosettes can be controlled for 
one year with 2,4-D amine. 
Repeat applications may be 
required for several years until 
the soil seed is exhausted. 
Biological control is be-
ing investigated. A fly that 
feeds on knapweed seedheads 
has been established in Ne-
braska. While it won't pro-
vide complete control, it is 
hoped that it will contribute to 
a multifaceted integrated pest 
management program. 
Source: Geir Frirsoe, 
Noxious Weed Program Su-
pervisor, Nebraska Depart-
ment of Agriculture (WSt' 
More 
Agricultural 
News on 
Page 8. 
Do you love horses, 
but don't own one? 
Join the Lancaster 
County horse project! Youth 
can learn a lot about horses 
without actually having their 
own horse to ride. 
Itis not a requirement to 
have the use of a horse to carry 
the 4-H horse project. Many 
of the clinics being held this 
year are classroom type and 
open to all 4,.H'ers. Other 
horse activities include dem-
onstrations,judging, speeches, 
hippology and horse bowl. 
Also,4-H'ers not show-
ing horses at the county fair 
can be helpers at the show. 
(DS) 
20 4-H county speech contest 
April 
4 4-H district speech contest 
11 Wahoo clinic for beginning ropers & district horse 
speech & demonstration contest, Wahoo 
25-26 4-H Horse clinic, (Kathy Anderson), State Fair Park 
May 
25 District & state entries due 
1 
1 
3 
10-12 
14 
18 
23 
June 
Horse scholarship applications due 
Horse ID' s due' 
Eastern Nebraska horse judging clinic and contest, 
Gretna 
Fort Robinson Horse Camp, Crawford 
Pre-district horse show 
District horse show, Crete 
Quad County horse judging contest, Elkhorn, 
6:30 p.m. 
July 
13-16 Fonner Park 4-H Horse Exposition, Grand Island 
August 
4-8 Lancaster County Fair, State Fair Park 
September 
23-25 AK-SAR-BEN 
What Will Happen 
To The Farm 
When You're Gone? 
• 
It ni.~-y not be what you want if you haven't planned 
your estate. This FannlRanch Landowners Satellite 
Videoconference will provide a path to answer your 
questions on estate taxation. social security. wills and 
.. trusts and other key factors in estate planning. 
March 12, 1992 
2-4pm 
Estate Planning for Agricultural Landowners 
A FarmlRanchLandowners Update 
AUniversity of Nebraska Satellite Videoconference 
You can begin to layout your own estate plans as you follow two generations of a 
family through their true-to-life process of planning their family's estate. 
• See how they identify goals for their retirement and long tenn objectives for 
the farm. ' 
• Take note as they realistically consider whether the fann should be kept in the 
f'!IDily or sold 
• Watch as they recognize the factors other than taxes that affect their estate planning 
• 
Register for this FREE satellite program and receive satellite infonnation by 
calling toll free 800-755-7765 if you plan to view this program on a private satellite 
dish. There's no need. to register if you are attending one of the viewing sites listed 
on this flyer. There is no fee or obligation. 
• 
Produced by the University of Nebraska and Iowa State Univecsity Cooperative Extension Services. 
Funded by the American Society of Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers and the Exlensioo Servic~ -
United States Deparunent of Agriculture.' • 
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: Nebline 
: Feedback 
I 
I Form 
I In orderto best serve our subscribers, this fonn 
will appear in every issue of the Nebline. You 
can use thisfonn to: 
1.-change your address and/or order a subscription 
2.-register for events and programs sponsored by or 
held at the University of Nebraska Cooperative 
Extension in Lancaster County 
3.-submit general comments and/or story ideas. 
Generallnfonnation (please print): Name: ___________________________________________________________ ___ 
Address: ______________ _ 
City: _____________ _ 
Zip: ______________ _ 
Home Phone: ____________ _ 
Daytime Phone: ______________ _ 
Workshop Registration 
Register for Workshop/Program: _____ _ 
Date of Workshop/Program:, _______ _ 
Time of Workshop/Program: _______ _ 
Number of registration~ at $~ach. 
Payment enclosed?: __________ _ 
Please help make the NEBLINE your newsletter by 
letting us know what you would like to see in the 
NEBLlNE, and.how we can better serve your needs. 
Newsletter Infonnation 
Address Change: ___ --:-______ _ 
Number of Neblines received: ______ _ 
Order a subscription to Nebline: ______ _ Comment ________________________________ ____ 
Story Idea(s): ___________ _ 
Return to: 
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension 
in Lancaster County 
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, Nebraska 
68528-1507 L __________________ ~ 
Oral vs. Written Farm Leases 
Manyfannleases,espe-
cially those between family 
members, are notwritten but 
rather are "handshake" agree-
ments. Because there is noth-
ing in writing, a dispute over 
the conditions of the agree-
ment may be very difficult to 
resolve. Oral farm leases may 
be either year to year leases or 
holdover leases. The major 
legal issue associated with oral 
farm leases is how the lease 
may be terminated. In both 
cases six months notice must 
be given in advance to termi-
nate an oral lease, but the lease 
date (i.e. the date which the six 
months is counted) differs with 
each type onease. Regardless 
of the type of oral lease, if the 
tenant is not notified six 
months prior to the termina-
tion date, the tenant probably 
could insist on and success-
fully defend his right to farm 
the land on the same terms for 
an additional year. 
The fact that technol-
ogy and farm programs are 
causing major upsets in tradi-
tional farming methods, many 
landowners (and tenants) are 
switching to written leases. 
Also the risk onegal action by 
one party against the other 
party is greater today than ever 
before. 
There are several advan-
tages of a written lease. A 
lease is a contract, whether 
written or oral. The main ad-
Managing Herbicide 
Resistance 
The repeated use of simi-
lar herbicides on the same site 
can result in the development 
of herbicide-resistant weed 
varieties. There has been an 
increase in the incidence of 
herbicide resistance during the 
past 10 years and now resistant 
varieties have been reported 
for more than 100 weed spe-
cies. 
More than half of these 
are resistant to triazine herbi-
cides. Recently, cases of re-
sistance to sulfonylurea herbi-
cides such as Glean have been 
reported, as well as cases of 
resistance to more than one 
herbicide type. 
With fewer new pesti-
cides being introduced, it be-
comes more important to re-
tain the effectiveness of exist-
ing , chemicals. Perhaps the 
best way to do this is to prac-
tice crop and herbicide rota-
tion. Herbicides used in rota-
tion should differ in their 
modes of action. 
Otherrecommendations 
include the use of shorter-re-
sidual herbicides. tank mixes 
or sequential treatments of her -
bicides with different modes 
of action and preventing weed 
escapes from going to seed. 
When a herbicide-resis-
tant weed population is identi-
fied, it is important to deter-
mine the extent of distribution 
in the area. It may be possible 
to confine the population to 
one farm or field. In addition 
to quarantine, other control 
measures include substituting 
herbicides in an existing crop-
ping system, altering tillage 
operations, the use of herbi-
cides applied at different times 
during the cropping season and 
crop rotation. 
Source: Drew Lyon, 
Dryland Cropping Systems 
Specialist,IANR/UNL (WS) 
vantage of a written lease is 
not the fact that it is a legal 
document that could be used 
as a "club" to enforce an agree-
ment If working relations 
between the two parties have 
deteriorated to the point that it 
takes legal action to insure the 
fulfillment of the contract, it's 
probably time to terminate the 
arrangement anyway . (This is 
not to say, however, that legal 
action should never be taken if 
one party or the other fails to 
carry out their part of the con-
tract) From a practical stand-
point, a written lease is desir-
able because: 1) it tends to 
insure better communication 
between the parties involved; 
2) it serves as a reminder of the 
terms discussed and agreed 
upon; and 3) it provides a valu-
able guide to heirs of either the 
tenant or landlord should death 
take one or the other. Finally, 
if the lease is in written form, 
it is not necessary to give no-
tice of termination six months 
in advance. Instead the provi-
sions contained in the lease 
apply. 
The extension office has 
written leases available for both 
cash rental and crop share ar-
rangements for a minimal fee. 
Drop by and ask one of the 
agricultural agents to brief you 
on the provisions of a written 
lease. (WLS) 
Controlling Early Season 
Soybean Diseases 
Fungicide seed treat-
ments are not the only means 
of controlling early season 
soybean diseases. A number 
of cultural methods also are 
useful and in many cases make 
fungicide treatment unneces-
sary. 
Perhaps themostimpor-
tant technique is to use high-
quality seed with a known, 
high germination rate. Certi-
fied seed has the germination 
rate listed on the label along 
with the variety name. 
It also is important to 
avoid deep planting. The 
longer it takes seedlings to 
emerge, the longer the entire 
plants are exposed to soil-
borne fungi. 
Soil temperature at 
planting is another important, 
factor. Temperatures should 
be consistently above 55 de-
grees Fahrenheit at planting. 
Low temperatures not only 
delay emergence, but also in-
crease susceptibility to a num-
ber of diseases. 
Crop rotations of soy-
beans with corn, sorghum or 
small grains also can be used 
to break disease cycles. When 
continuous soybeans are 
planted in the same field, it 
becomes more important to 
treat soybean seed with a fun-
gicide. 
Fungicides labeled for 
seed treatment are available as 
dusts, wettable powders, 
flowables and liquids. It's 
usually better to have the seed 
treated by a commercial seed 
processor, although on-farm 
treatment is possible. When 
using planter-box formula-
tions, it's important to stir care-
fully, to get complete cover-
age. 
A number of fungicides 
are available for seed treat-
ment. Information on their 
effecti veness against various 
seedling diseases is available 
from cooperative extension 
offices. (WLS) 
All programs and events will be held at the University of Nebraska 
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County unless otherwise noted. 
February 1 
Horse Clinic 
9a.m. 
Canine Companions Dog 
Training 
1 p.m. 
February 6 
Fann Program Update 
9:30a.m. 
Beginners Commodity 
Marketing Workshop (part I) 
7:30p.m. 
February 11 
Nitrate!lrrigation Management 
Meeting 
Wahoo 
Beginners Commodity 
Marketing Workshop (part II) 
7:30p.m. 
Horse VIPS 
7:30p.m. 
February 19 
Star City Area Soybean 
Association Meeting (No-till 
Weed Control) 
1:30 p.m. 
February 25·26 
Nebraska Ag Microcomputer 
Users Conference 
Columbus 
February 3 
Private Applicator Pesticide 
Training 
9 a.m.-noon 
Sokol Hall, Crete 
Private Applicator Pesticide 
Training 
7-10 p.m., American Legion 
Hall, Bennet 
February 8 
Canine Companions Dog 
Training 
1 p.m. 
Sheep Tour, Lambing Time 
Management Practices 
Grage's 
February 13 
Paws & Claws Club Meeting 
7 p.m. 
Private Applicator Pesticide 
Training 
7-10 p.m. 
February 14 
Private Applicator Pesticide 
Training 
1-4 p.m. 
February 20 
Fairboard Meeting 
7:30p.m. 
Beginners Commodity 
Marketing Workshop (part III) 
7:30p.m. 
February 27 
Household Waste Manage-
ment: For Your Health & 
Environment's Sake Home 
Extension Club Leader 
Training 
lor7p.m. 
February 4 
Fann Program Update 
9:30a.m. 
Hickman Community Center 
4- H Council Meeting 
7:30p.m. 
February 9 
Teen Council 
2:30p.m. 
February 10·11 
AARP 55 Alive Driving Class 
10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
February 15 
4-H cattle Weigh Day 
Canine Companions Dog 
Training 
1 p.m. 
February 17 
Shooting Sports Club Meeting 
7 p.m. 
February 22 
How To Calculate Net Worth 
- How Much Is Enough? 
Workshop 
10:30 to 11 :45 a.m. 
4-H Officers Training 
1 p.m. 
February 27 
Problem Pig Clinic 
7 p.m., Wahoo 
Comhusker Chapter Pheasants 
Forever Banquet/Auction 
5:30p.m. 
Ag Hall at State Fair Park 
February 5 
Commercial Applicator 
Pesticide Training (RECERTI-
FICATION) 
9 a.m.-3 p.m. 
Nebraska Center, Lincoln 
JUdging Workshop 
7:30p.m. 
February 10 
Speech Workshop 
7 p.m. 
Criner Siner Club Meeting 
7 p.m. 
February 18 
Commercial Applicator 
Pesticide Training (INITIAL) 
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. . 
Nebraska Center, Lincoln 
New 4-H Leader Orientation 
9:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. 
February 24 
Casseroles for Quick. Nutritious 
Meals Workshop 
1 to 2:30 or 5 to 6:30 p.m. 
Critter Sitters Club Meeting 
7 p.m. 
February 29 
Quad-County Rabbit Clinic 
and Judging 
Omaha 
AQHA Clinic 
Animal Science Complex 
